
In keeping with the Christmas

season, The Three Trees is based

on “The Tale of Three Trees”

author unknown. It’s a simple

block to get us started.

This block is paper pieced in three main sections. If you need specific instructions or visual

examples of how to paper piece, there are many great tutorials on the web, in quilt magazines

or books for the basics.

The paper piecing pattern, which is attached, prints out on four pages – make sure you are

printing it in landscape mode. Also be sure you do NOT have settings like “print to fit”

or “shrink to page” turned on or your pattern will not print the correct size. You will need to

tape the top and bottom of each tree pattern section together. The dot-dash line is the line

you meet to join up the top section and bottom section of the pattern. Tape them together

avoiding taping over sewing lines as the tape will make the paper harder to remove later.

The outer dotted lines are the outside edge of the seam allowance on each paper pieced

section; the solid lines are the stitching lines. Measure one of your pattern sections to make

sure they printed the correct size. Each section should measure 4.5” wide by 12.5” long

measuring on the dotted lines. If they do not, you need to check your individual printer settings

because something in your personal computer/printer settings is overriding the pattern pdf

settings.

For this block, referring to the image, you will need a “sky” fabric, a “ground” fabric, three tree

fabrics and three trunk fabrics to make the block as shown. Referring to the paper piecing

pattern pages, the tree with lettering “B” is the tree on the left above, “C” is the middle tree,

and “A” is the tree on the right.



Cutting Instructions: You can use the precutting instructions below, or simply use scraps/strips

that are large enough to cover the areas in question.

Tree A Tree B Tree C

Sky: (2) 3.0” x 8.0” (2) 3.0” x 8.0” (2) 3.0” x 10.0”
Also cut (3) rectangles 5.0” x 4.25” (sky above trees).

Tree: (1) 5.0” x 8.75” (1) 5.0” x 7.75” (1) 5.0” x 10.0”

Trunk: (1) 1.75” square (1) 1.75” x 2.75” (1) 1.75” x 3.75”

Ground: (2) 2.5” x 2.0” (2) 2.5” x 2.75” 92) 2.5” x 3.75”

Paper piece each tree using the appropriate fabric piece for each section starting with the

section numbered 1. Fabric piece #1 is placed wrong side of fabric to wrong (unprinted) side of

pattern. Hold it up to a light or towards a window and you can usually see the outline of the

fabric through the paper to make sure it is covering the section entirely. You may wish to pin

that first piece in place. Add piece #2, fabric right sides together to piece #1, overlapping

slightly for seam allowance where piece 1 and 2 meet and stitch on stitching line. Trim excess

seam allowance and finger press. Make sure when adding your fabric pieces they will cover

the necessary area and, if at the outer edge of a block, extend beyond the outside of the seam

allowance line since we will be trimming away the excess when we square up the pieced

sections later. Continuing adding fabric pieces in numerical order until all three trees are

completed.

Give the trees a press with the iron and then square trees up by cutting along dotted outside

seam allowance line. CAUTION – Repeat -- that is squaring up on dotted line not solid line or

you will chop off your seam allowances!

Join the three trees together into one block. Remove paper and press seam allowances joining

the trees together open to reduce bulk. Your block should now measure 12.5” square.

See you next month!

Susan
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The 3 Trees of Christmas- Copyright Susan Neves 2012

Pattern for " The 3 Trees of Christmas- Copyright Susan Neves 2012" as 12.000 by 12.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
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Be sure you are printing in Landscape layout
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